August 31, 2022

Chiquita Brooks-LaSure
Administrator
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
Department of Health and Human Services

Re: Medicare Program; Request for Information on Medicare [CMS–4203–NC]

Dear Administrator Brooks-LaSure:

We are writing in response to the recent request for information (RFI) related to the Medicare Advantage (MA) program issued by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), “Medicare Program; Request for Information on Medicare.” This letter responds to several of the questions that CMS posed in that document.¹

We appreciate CMS’ interest in improving the MA program. With the MA program now serving around half of all Medicare beneficiaries, it is more important than ever that MA serve beneficiaries efficiently and effectively. However, before discussing ways CMS could improve MA, we note it is essential that CMS also continue its efforts to improve traditional Medicare (TM).² Around half of Medicare beneficiaries remain enrolled in TM, and TM is likely to attract considerable enrollment for the foreseeable future. Moreover, TM’s performance has major implications for the MA program. Payments to MA plans are directly based on TM spending, and competition from TM likely plays an important role in disciplining both MA plans’ bids and the prices that MA plans pay providers.³ While some of the needed changes to TM (such as adding an out-of-pocket limit for beneficiaries or modernizing its benefit design in other ways) would likely require legislation, CMS has a variety of tools it could use to encourage more efficient care delivery in TM, including expanding use of alternative payment models, improving the design of those models, and making targeted use of utilization management tools in TM.

The RFI raises a wide range of issues related to the MA program. In this response, we address seven specific issues raised by the questions posed in the RFI. Specifically, we discuss the following topics:

- Improving risk adjustment accuracy to ensure appropriate plan payments;
- Using risk adjustment to advance health equity;
- Advancing equity by better coordinating care for older adults in HUD affordable housing;
- Improving quality by increasing MA plan accountability for behavioral health care;
- Improving transparency and competition by more accurately displaying MA plan premiums;
- Enhancing understanding of vertical integration between MA plans and providers; and

¹ Please note that the views expressed in this letter are our own and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Brookings Institution or anyone affiliated with the Brookings Institution other than ourselves.
Using direct measures of patient access to assess network adequacy.

The remainder of this letter addresses each of these issues in turn.

1. **Improving risk adjustment accuracy to ensure appropriate plan payments**

We begin by responding to the RFI’s question about ways CMS could improve the accuracy of MA risk adjustment. Payments to MA plans are supposed to be based on what a plan’s enrollees would spend if enrolled in TM. To that end, CMS calculates county-level per enrollee spending in TM and then risk adjusts that spending to reflect the health status of a plan’s enrollees. In our view, there is considerable evidence that risk adjustment currently falls short of fully offsetting health status differences between TM and MA enrollees and, as such, that payments to MA plans are higher than the Medicare statute intends. There are two main reasons for this:

- **Higher diagnosis coding intensity in MA:** MA plans have strong incentives to capture and report as many of their enrollees’ diagnoses as possible in order to increase their risk-adjusted payments, while comparable incentives do not exist in TM. Consistent with this, there is considerable evidence that an identical enrollee will have a higher observed risk score when enrolled in MA than when enrolled in TM. One study with a particularly strong research design estimated that, in the long run, MA enrollment increases risk scores by at least 8.7%. Using a different methodology, the Medicare Payment Advisory Commission recently estimated that MA enrollment increases risk scores by 9.5%. Higher coding intensity in MA is only partially offset by the current 5.9% coding intensity adjustment (the minimum adjustment required by statute).

- **Dimensions of health status not captured in risk adjustment:** An additional challenge for the risk adjustment system is that the enrollee characteristics observed for risk adjustment purposes do not (and likely cannot) capture all dimensions of health status. For example, there may be considerable variation in disease severity even across enrollees with identical sets of observed hierarchical condition category (HCC) codes. This can undermine the accuracy of the risk adjustment system if enrollees who are healthier along dimensions that are not well-captured in risk adjustment tend to choose MA over TM, and MA plans have strong incentives to encourage this type of selection through their plan design choices.

There is evidence that MA enrollees are indeed healthier along dimensions not captured in risk adjustment. Research finds that MA enrollees have lower mortality rates conditional on their observed risk scores, even after accounting for coding intensity differences. While this could, in principle, occur because MA plans do a better job managing care, the observed mortality differences are likely too large to be explained in this way. The implied differences in health risk between MA and TM enrollees (beyond what is accounted for by the risk adjustment system or attributable to higher coding intensity in MA) are
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4 Providers participating in Accountable Care Organizations and other alternative payment models that use risk adjustment do have some incentive to capture more enrollee diagnoses. However, the coding incentives created by those models are generally smaller than the incentives that exist in MA, and, in any case, such models account for only a portion of TM spending.


substantial—on the order of 10% as of 2010—although this method of gauging differences in unobserved dimensions of health risk is imperfect and this differential may have changed over time.\textsuperscript{8} Changes to risk adjustment could help bring MA payments closer to what the statute intends. Several options are available for addressing higher coding intensity in MA. Ideally, CMS would address coding intensity by reducing the scope MA plans have to increase enrollees’ risk scores through coding; these approaches would both reduce payments to MA plans and reduce the real resources wasted on coding efforts. MedPAC has put forward some ideas in this vein that merit CMS’ consideration, including beginning to use two years of diagnosis data to fit the risk adjustment model or limiting the use of diagnoses from health risk assessments.\textsuperscript{9} We suspect, however, that fully addressing the payment consequences of coding differences between MA and TM will ultimately require CMS to adopt a larger coding intensity adjustment than is currently in effect.

Different approaches would be needed to address the risk adjustment problems posed by unobserved aspects of health status. One potential approach would be to shift from a pure risk adjustment system to a hybrid risk adjustment/reinsurance system in which risk scores depended in part on enrollees’ realized spending.\textsuperscript{10} Because all relevant dimensions of health risk are reflected in realized spending, this approach could help address the problems created by the presence of unobserved dimensions of health risk but would have the downside that it would diminish plans’ incentives to manage utilization. Another approach, which is in the spirit of economic research on “optimal” risk adjustment, would be to apply a scaling factor to observed risk differences between MA plans and TM to account for the tendency of plans that attract observably lower-risk enrollees to likely also attract unobservably lower-risk enrollees.\textsuperscript{11} For example, under a version of this approach with a scaling factor of 1.25, an MA plan with an observed average risk score of 0.9 would be treated as if it had a risk score of 0.875. The key challenge would be developing a methodology for determining a suitable scaling factor.

Changes like the ones described above would likely reduce MA payments and thereby bring MA payments closer to what the statute intends. We note, however, that reducing payments to MA plans is likely appropriate on policy grounds, as evidence suggests that higher MA payments are a poor way of delivering value to Medicare beneficiaries. Research has found that that when MA payment benchmarks increase by one dollar, plan bids increase by $0.50 cents or more.\textsuperscript{12} As a result, increasing benchmarks (whether directly or via inadequate risk

\textsuperscript{8} The estimates reported by Curto et al. (2019) imply that health status differences reduced claims risk in MA relative to TM by 17% beyond what was captured in risk adjustment as of 2010. Some of this 17% difference likely reflected coding intensity differences beyond the 3.41% coding intensity adjustment in effect for 2010, but under plausible assumptions about the magnitude of the residual coding intensity, the implied difference in health status beyond what is captured on risk adjustment would still be around 10%.

\textsuperscript{9} We note that the latter poses some tradeoffs worth considering. In particular, limiting health risk assessments could create perverse incentives to ensure that enrollees’ conditions are treated, even when treatment is not appropriate, so the diagnosis appears on claims.


\textsuperscript{12} Zirui Song, Mary Beth Landrum, and Michael E. Chernew, “Competitive Bidding in Medicare: Who Benefits From Competition?,” The American Journal of Managed Care 18, no. 9 (September 2012): 546–52; Zirui Song, Mary Beth Landrum, and Michael E.
adjustment) increases rebates by much less than it increases payments to plans. Moreover, even to the extent that rebates do rise, it is often unclear how much value the supplemental benefits financed by higher rebates generate for enrollees. In principle, higher bids could allow plans to improve the quality of their basic Medicare benefits (e.g., by offering broader networks or lighter utilization controls), in which case higher payments to plans could generate benefits for enrollees separate from any effects on rebates. However, there is little evidence that this occurs in practice.\textsuperscript{13} Instead, much of the additional revenue brought in by higher bids may be dissipated by higher plan costs (e.g., higher marketing spending) or captured by the plans themselves as profits.

Finally, we note that while one purpose of risk adjustment is to ensure that payments to MA plans are at an appropriate level, effective risk adjustment can also improve the basis of competition among MA plans. In particular, changes that reduce the scope for MA plans to increase payments via diagnosis coding can help ensure that the most attractive plans are the ones that manage care appropriately and offer high-value benefits, not the ones best at diagnosis coding. Similarly, changes that improve risk adjustment’s ability to account for differences in health status across plans reduce plans’ ability to gain an advantage by attracting healthier enrollees, such as via targeted marketing efforts or by structuring their benefits to be unappealing to high-risk enrollees.

2. \textbf{Using risk adjustment to advance health equity}

We next respond to the RFI’s inquiries about how risk adjustment can be used to advance health equity. We begin by reiterating a comment we made on a proposal on this topic that was included in the 2023 Advance Notice.\textsuperscript{14} Namely, if CMS’ goal in modifying risk adjustment is to increase payments on behalf of disadvantaged enrollees (and, in turn, encourage MA plans to offer these enrollees better coverage), incorporating markers of socioeconomic status into the CMS-HCC model may have often have the opposite of the intended effect.

As an example, considering adding ZIP-code-level income as a variable in the risk adjustment model. After accounting for the variables that are currently included in the CMS-HCC model (e.g., HCCs, age, and sex), Medicare enrollees living in low-income ZIP codes have lower spending, on average, than those living in higher-income ZIP codes, plausibly because of various barriers low-income enrollees may face in accessing care.\textsuperscript{15} Thus, including ZIP-code-level income in the CMS-HCC model would tend to reduce risk scores for enrollees in low-income areas, weakening plans’ incentives to appeal to these enrollees. While these findings are for ZIP-code-level income, it is plausible that they extend to other socioeconomic variables as well.

Other approaches to modifying risk adjustment could increase payments on behalf of disadvantaged enrollees. CMS could consider directly increasing risk scores for the enrollees of interest without modifying the CMS-HCC model itself. Another strategy would be to make upward adjustments to the spending data used to fit the CMS-
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\textsuperscript{13} Duggan, Starc, and Vabson, “Who Benefits When the Government Pays More?”


HCC model for enrollees in the targeted group *in combination* with adding socioeconomic predictor variables.\(^\text{16}\)

If implemented appropriately, this approach would increase the risk scores of the targeted group, as desired. These approaches are conceptually similar to the benchmark adjustment introduced in the new ACO REACH model.

If CMS opts to use risk adjustment to increase payments on behalf of disadvantaged enrollees to make progress on health equity, there are three things that the agency should keep in mind.

First, it is uncertain how effective increasing MA payments on behalf of disadvantaged enrollees would be in improving the coverage these enrollees receive. As noted above, evidence suggests that changes in MA payments are generally not fully passed through to enrollees, with a substantial portion likely taking the form of low-value supplemental benefits, accruing to plans as higher profits, or being dissipated by increases in plan costs (e.g., due to more aggressive marketing efforts). That pattern could very well be replicated in the context of payment adjustments targeted at specific groups of enrollees. There is also a question of how much scope insurers have to target plan improvements to these specific groups of enrollees, which could also limit passthrough.

Second, this type of policy would likely cause more of the enrollees targeted by the policy to opt for MA over TM. If enrollee decisions are fully informed and fully rational, that would not be cause for concern, as enrollees would presumably only opt for MA if the benefits it offers (e.g., reduced cost-sharing and supplemental benefits) outweighed its potential disadvantages (e.g., narrower networks and tighter utilization controls). But there is abundant evidence that insurance plan choices can be affected by a range of cognitive biases and that may be a particular concern in the context of MA given plans’ intensive marketing efforts. Thus, policymakers would need to carefully consider whether inducing more enrollees in the targeted group to take up MA is desirable.

Finally, we assume that a policy in this vein would need to be implemented in a budget-neutral fashion, so that any increase in risk scores (and thus payments) for disadvantaged enrollees would be offset by reduction in risk scores (and payments) for more advantaged enrollees. This implies that any increase in plan efforts to attract disadvantaged enrollees would likely be mirrored by a reduction in plan efforts to attract other enrollees. In light of the persistent underinvestment in many communities, this type of reallocation may well be justified, but appropriately assessing this type of policy requires taking account of both sides of this tradeoff.

### 3. Advancing equity by better coordinating care for older adults in HUD affordable housing

The RFI solicits ideas for advancing equity, highlighting the desire to improve the ability to better meet the needs of vulnerable populations. Low-income adults who rely on affordable housing programs are an important vulnerable population that has difficulty obtaining care and is frequently at high risk of institutionalization. Thus, better serving the health needs of this population presents a major opportunity to advance health equity.

The HUD Section 202 program aims to expand the supply of affordable housing with supportive services for older adults. It provides very low-income older adults (age 62+) with the opportunity to live independently but in an environment that provides support activities such as cleaning, cooking, transportation, etc. The 202 program includes more than 400,000 units and is similar to the Supportive Housing for Persons with Disabilities program (Section 811). An estimated 38% of people living in HUD 202 housing are frail or near frail, meaning that they
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\(^{16}\) Bergquist et al.
need help with activities of daily living and are at risk of institutionalization. This suggests that many residents of 202 housing need easy access to both health care services and long-term services and supports.

There is some evidence that creating stronger linkages between primary care and community human services programs can reduce rates of hospitalization, improve medication management, and improve attention to the functional needs of frail, very low-income older adults. In addition, such programs have shown reduced rates of injuries from falls. Yet few 202 programs are strongly linked to health providers and support services. MA plans may be well positioned to facilitate this integration and, in doing so, improve care and support for a very low-income population in which people of color are overrepresented.

CMS could take steps through the MA program to capitalize on the opportunity. For example, CMS could include the establishment of formal memorandums of understanding (MOUs) between MA plans and local housing authorities as a performance indicator. The MOUs would establish nursing and care manager services at 202 sites with multiple plan enrollees. The MOUs would also set forth regular clinical visit times that would augment the site-based nursing services. Similar arrangements have been put in place between state Medicaid programs and housing authorities under the Melville Act. Other approaches to connecting MA plans to enrollees living in 202 and other forms of affordable housing are also worth exploring, given the potentially high payoffs involved.

Another avenue towards supporting the need for long-term services and supports in programs such as 202 is to encourage MA plans to offer supplemental long-term services and support benefits, which plans have been permitted to offer since 2018. While there has been some take-up of this option, only about 12% of plans offer in-home support services today. When plans do offer these benefits, they are frequently quite limited. The limited evidence on why plans have balked at offering these benefits suggest that CMS could offer greater clarity and technical assistance to plans in designing benefits that would meet CMS criteria. Such benefits could be targeted to populations living in subsidized housing, where pay-offs may be especially large.

4. Improving quality by improving MA plan accountability for behavioral health care

The nation faces continued challenges in providing adequate access to quality behavioral health services, especially for people with mild to moderate mental illnesses and substance use disorders. CMS has rightfully highlighted the need to improve quality measurement in its Behavioral Health Strategy. Yet the way the MA program holds plans accountable to deliver high-quality behavioral health care needs improvement.

Accountability requires well-defined expectations about performance, careful measurement of performance, and consequences linked to high or low performance. Until recently, the sole component of CMS’ efforts in this area was to include the Improving or Maintaining Mental Health measure in the Quality Bonus Program (QBP). CMS

has currently moved that measure to display status due to distortions created by the COVID-19 pandemic, with
the result that no behavioral health care measures are currently used in calculating Star Ratings.

While CMS may intend to resume using this measure to calculate Star Ratings in future years, CMS should use
this as an opportunity to consider whether it should transition to alternative measures in the years to come. In
particular, there is reason to question whether this particular patient-reported outcome measure accurately reflects
patient mental health outcomes and thus, appropriately encourages plans to delivery quality mental health care.

Over the long term, we believe that CMS should continue to strive to develop measures that reliably capture
processes and outcomes for patients with behavioral health care needs. In the meantime, however, it would be
constructive to consider drawing on several existing processes measures strongly linked to better outcomes that,
while more focused, together represent a broad range of mental illnesses that appear in the population of MA
enrollees. There are several candidates from existing Medicare and Medicaid measure sets and those used jointly
by CMS and SAMHSA, including:

- Screening and Follow-Up for Depression;
- Medication Adherence for Antipsychotic Medications;
- Diabetes Screening for People on Antipsychotic Medications; and
- Adherence to Mood Stabilizers for People with Bipolar Illness (CCBHC measure set).

Other measures developed for other public and private programs (Medicaid, SAMHSA, NQF) would also be
reasonable indicators of quality. Inclusion of the existing measures identified above is certainly preferable to
having no behavioral health indicators included among Star Rating measures and almost certainly preferable to
restoring the previously used Improving or Maintaining Mental Health measure.

One cannot hope to drive improvement without consequences for poor performance. One need only examine the
disappointing results for display measures such as the depression screening and follow-up to get a sense of the
need for strong incentives to address behavioral health quality. This means that, whatever behavioral health
measures CMS selects, it should put sufficient weight on them to meaningfully impact rewards under the QBP.

5. Improving transparency and competition by more accurately displaying MA plan premiums

Currently, Medicare’s plan comparison tools list an MA plan as charging a zero-dollar monthly premium so long
as there is no supplemental premium above the Part B premium, regardless of whether the plan also offers a
reduction in the Part B premium. Research suggests that this may dampen the demand response to premium
reductions below the standard Part B premium amount, in turn encouraging MA plans to use rebate dollars to add
supplemental benefits that enrollees might not value at cost.\(^\text{21}\) Listing MA plans that do not buy down the Part B
premium as offering zero premiums may also distort enrollees’ choice between TM and MA since some may
believe that enrolling in an MA plan advertised as charging “zero premium” allows them to avoid the Part B
premium (although plan compare does indicate that the premium excludes the standard Part B premium).

In the interest of equipping consumers with the information they need to make good choices—and thereby
establishing appropriate incentives for MA plans—we propose that plan compare report the full premium an
enrollee would pay if enrolled in the MA plan. That is, the displayed premium would reflect the Part B premium,

\(^{21}\) Karen Stockley et al., “Premium Transparency in the Medicare Advantage Market: Implications for Premiums, Benefits, and
including any buy down of the Part B premium, plus any Part C premium, so that beneficiaries have an accurate view of the financial consequences of making coverage choices in Medicare.

6. Enhancing understanding of vertical integration between MA plans and providers

The large health insurers that dominate the MA market increasingly own related businesses – including physician practices, facilities, and PBMs – that provide at least some services to their own MA plans. About 6% of physicians nationwide now work for Optum, owned by United Healthcare.22 Humana continues to expand its primary care footprint focused on serving the senior population, including its own MA plans, and owns part of “Kindred at Home,” a home health and hospice provider.23 Kaiser owns Kaiser Foundation Hospitals and the Permanente Medical Groups that all contract with Kaiser MA plans. CVS/Aetna, United, and Cigna all own PBMs that contract with their MA plans. And some own other businesses including physician practices, pharmacies, ambulatory surgery centers, ambulances, and dental, vision, and hearing services providers.

Vertical integration may facilitate improvements in the care of MA enrollees or reduce costs if it aligns incentives between insurers and providers, but vertical integration also raises some concerns that are worth monitoring. For one, provider acquisitions may directly increase horizontal consolidation in certain markets, which research generally suggests will increase prices or reduce quality. It also creates the potential to raise rivals’ costs by reducing the rivals’ access to the providers in question, thereby weakening competition. For instance, an acquired physician group might limit service to rival insurers or demand higher prices to remain contracted, thereby making rival insurance products less attractive to consumers and increasing enrollment in the vertically integrated insurer’s plans. Additionally, evidence suggests that integration between MA plans and providers helps plans increase risk adjustment coding intensity to generate higher payments from the federal government.24

Finally, the ownership of related businesses may help MA plans evade Medical Loss Ratio (MLR) regulations because the profits earned by the related businesses are not subject to any MLR requirements. Concretely, an MA plan that owns a related business can opt to pay inflated prices for services provided by the related business. Such payments can be reported as “incurred claims” for MLR purposes and, as such, help the MA plan meet its MLR obligations, but constitute profits to the parent company. As such, they can be used to circumvent the MLR rules.

We recommend that CMS take two concrete actions to respond to this emerging trend.

First, CMS should begin collecting more information on financial relationships between MA plans and their related businesses as part of its MLR reviews. In particular, CMS should ask plans how they value the services delivered by related businesses when computing incurred claims for MLR purposes and, in particular, how the prices used compare to: (1) Medicare fee-for-service prices; (2) the prices that MA plans pay non-related providers for similar services; (3) the prices that the related providers receive from other MA plans for similar services; and (4) any transfer prices the firm may use for its own internal accounting purposes. We encourage CMS to examine a wide range of provider types, but we believe that certain categories of related business are particularly ripe for scrutiny, including pharmacy benefit managers (PBMs), behavioral health carve-outs, related medical practices and ambulatory surgery centers, and post-acute facilities. We note that PBMs raise some special issues given the
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24 Geruso and Layton, “Upcoding.”
complexity of pharmaceutical pricing, and CMS should pay particular attention to how rebates received by the
PBM are allocated across different clients and how dispensing fees vary across related and unrelated outlets.

Second, drawing on this information, CMS should take appropriate steps to strengthen the integrity of the MLR
requirements. Where plans appear to be using such payments to circumvent MLR requirements in ways that are
impermissible under current regulations, CMS should take appropriate enforcement action. In other cases, CMS
may uncover practices that violate the spirit of the MLR requirements but do not clearly violate current regulations
or guidance. In these cases, CMS should revise its regulations and guidance accordingly. For example, CMS may
wish to consider establishing upper limits on the prices MA plans can pay related businesses for health care
services and still have the full amount be considered “incurred claims” for MLR purposes.

Third, CMS should collect better information on plan ownership of providers to allow both CMS and outside
researchers to better understand the implications of vertical integration for the MA program and for the health
care system as a whole. CMS could collect this ownership information in multiple ways. One option would be to
require health care providers to report whether they own an MA plan or are owned by a company that operates
an MA plan when enrolling in the program. Alternatively, CMS could require MA plans to report similar
information. Regardless of how this information is collected, it should be made available to researchers through
the existing mechanisms that CMS uses to make information on provider characteristics available to researchers.

7. Using direct measures of patient access to assess network adequacy

The RFI asks how CMS can ensure that MA enrollees have appropriate access to care. One important determinant
of access to care is whether an MA enrollee has access to an appropriate network of providers. While MA plans
do have some incentive to offer adequate networks, those incentives may not always be as strong as they should
be (e.g., because enrollees have difficulty assessing network adequacy), or these incentives may conflict with
other incentives plans face (e.g., risk selection incentives arising from inadequate risk adjustment).

Motivated by these concerns, CMS has historically set quantitative standards governing how many providers
plans must contract with or how far (or how long) enrollees must travel to reach an in-network provider. Unfortunately,
these measures frequently fail to reveal the true ability of beneficiaries to access medical care services when they are needed. Notably, in-network providers may not always be accepting new patients or may not be making appointments available in a timely fashion. In other cases, these standards may be overly stringent and force plans to expand their networks even in instances where the small number of providers included in a plan’s network are able to ensure that a plan’s enrollees have appropriate access to care.

As an alternative, CMS should consider relying more heavily on data that directly reflects enrollees’ experiences
accessing care, which CMS already routinely collects via CAHPS. The survey includes questions about whether
enrollees are able to get care as soon it is needed, as well whether it was “easy” to get tests or treatment. These
survey-based measures are already used in the QBP, but CMS should also consider incorporating them into
network adequacy reviews. They could be used to identify instances where plans are failing to provide appropriate
access to care despite offering a network that appears adequate “on paper.” Plans could also potentially be allowed
to fall below the existing quantitative network adequacy standards in some areas if they demonstrate appropriate
performance on these patient-reported measures. CMS could also consider going further by reducing its reliance
on freestanding network adequacy reviews and instead increasing the weight the CAHPS-based measures receive
in the QBP to strengthen plans’ financial incentives to ensure timely access to care. Making greater use of these
measures would also improve CMS’ ability to monitor other aspects of plan design that may affect patient access,
such as use of prior authorization and similar utilization management tools.
We note that the current suite of CAHPS access measures is relatively narrow in scope. Thus, if CMS were to move in this direction, CMS should consider whether it would be appropriate to expand the set of CAHPS questions (e.g., to encompass additional specific provider types). It should also examine whether sample sizes are adequate to assess access to care in all relevant subgroups and, if not, consider increasing sample sizes.

We hope that the discussion we have presented is useful to you as you take up the complex task of improving the design and performance of the MA program and the Medicare program as a whole.
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